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7v7 - Passing and Receiving - Positive first touch

Set Up: Have a couple of small sided fields set up - Using cones for
goals is good.
As players arrive we should have them engaged in
constructive soccer activities - rondos, skills challenges or free play.
Free Play is that as they turn up they get into a scrimmage - start with
1v1 the 2v1, 2v2 and so on. Once it gets to 4v4 maybe start a new field
- the more small sided the games are the more touches the players
will get on the ball and be engaged from the start
This can be played before the session start time and no more than 10
minutes after the start time of your session
Coaching Points:
This free play does not need to be coached, just supervised - the
players can essentially choose their own teams if they want. No
specific rules or restriction in place as the session has not started -
LET THEM PLAY.

Free Play

Players working in pairs
A - Player starts at the blue cone - as the pass is made from their
partner between the two cone, they receive it with a first touch to the
outside of the gate (encouraging a positive first touch into space away
from where the ball came from) and they pass the ball back to their
partner. In making this pass, they return to the starting cone - always
watching the play (jog backwards). Encourage them to alternate what
side the ball is being touched each time to use both feet and different
surfaces of the foot.
Progression - 
B - Player starts at the blue cone - as the pass is made and played
through the 2 cones, the receiving player is to try and play it back first
time - both players needing to think of their weight of pass on the ball
to help their partner control the ball. Once playing the return pass the
play again retracts to the blue cone.
Note - Players are always returning to the starting cone after making
their pass in order to make sure they have maximum space in front of
them to receive the ball in. Do not take away your own space.
Swap their roles every couple of minutes.
Competition - what player / pair can make the most passes in a certain time
Coaching points -
Use both feet - to control and play - not just the dominant foot.
Communicate with team mate of when to play the pass
1st touch - relax, get it out of feet but not too far.
Weight of pass - too hard and its tough to control - too soft and it can be intercepted

Weight of Pass

Set Up: 10x10 yard square shape - 2 diagonal corners are single
cones and the other 2 are gates accessible by the attacking player.
Players stand at the single cones - 'defending players' have the balls.
Defender passes the ball into the attacking player - they take a
positive first touch to one of the target gates - trying to get there with
speed. They then swap roles after each go.
- First few rotations - the defenders are to be passive - they pass the
ball in but do not try to win it - only apply light pressure - encouraging
the attacking player to take a positive touch with speed into space and
dribble away from pressure.
- Once all are comfortable with the activity - the defender can now
become live and try to win the ball once the attacking player has taken
their first touch. If the defender wins the ball, they can try and score in
one of the gates.
Coaching points -
Hips open - See where the ball is coming from and where you want to
go - see as much of the field as possible.
Positive touch into space - away from pressure
Move the ball with speed
If defender is in your way - change direction and attack the other side with speed - protect the ball.

First touch



If defender is in your way - change direction and attack the other side with speed - protect the ball.
When the ball is coming - have hips open to see both target areas. If you face just one, your body position may give away where you will
go with the ball.

2 teams of even numbers
4 gates / goals on the field.
If a player dribbles through a gate and keeps possession they win a
point for their team.
If a player receives a pass and can touch the ball through a gate/goal
first time the win 3 points, if 2 touches they win 2 points. - This is
encouraging them to get into open spaces where they can attack
positive spaces with minimal touches while keeping possession of the
ball.
Passing and receiving - 
-Use inside of the foot to pass - strong locked ankle
- Hips facing where you want to pass it too - non kicking foot pointing
towards target too.
- Heel down, Toe up when receiving - angle body / foot to where you
want to go (hips open)
Off the ball
- Communication - Let your team mates know where you are and
where they can go
- Movement to get into a good position to win the ball

Station 3 - 2v2 - 4 gates

Let them play
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.

SSG - Scrimmage
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